ECO ADVENTURE
TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES
SINGAPORE’S MOST UNIQUE
TEAM BUILDING DESTINATION
www.gogreenecoadventure.com

WELCOME

SINGAPORE’S MOST UNIQUE
TEAM BUILDING DESTINATION!

Showcase your excellence and rise above the competition
whilst enjoying celebrated corporate and team building
activities at Gogreen Eco Adventure.

Gogreen Eco Adventure @ St John’s Island is one of Singapore’s
most unique destinations for team building events.
With lots of tours and activities to participate in, as well as a range of
customised itineraries available, our team conﬁdently caters for the
most diverse range of team experiences.

Our goal at Gogreen Eco Adventure is to help you plan an
unforgettable team building or corporate event.
If you can imagine it, we will work hard to make it a reality;
after all, with Gogreen Eco Adventure on the Southern
Islands as your backdrop, your event will be elevated to the
extraordinary.

We pride ourselves on delivering a fantastic experience
for any occasion and can cater for everyone regardless of
budget or group size. We have popular packages ready
made or you can pick and mix activities to create your own
event from scratch.

TEAM BUILDING
Don’t just tell your team how much you appreciate them – SHOW THEM!
Reward your workforce with one of our speciﬁcally designed team building packages and let
them know just how valued they really are.
Like you, we know how important it is to have the solid foundation a reliable team provides.
So whether you’re welcoming new starters, looking to arouse creativity or simply seeking
some excitement outside of the ofﬁce, we have something to ensure you get the utmost from
your employees.

Get Inspired... Be Challenged... Have Fun!

Escape the conﬁnes of the ofﬁce, as well as the urban distractions and pollution. Gogreen Eco
Adventure is located on one of Singapore's most beautiful and exotic islands, and it provides a
stimulating environment in which to host unique and memorable events that are highly motivating
and have a lasting impact for your team.

GoGreen Team Building is Ideal for Everyone

Instead of corporate team building activities like golf, which require speciﬁc skills, or more
contrived rope’s courses, we’ve found that everybody is comfortable with our Gogreen Eco Adventure Activities. With a myriad of activities
suitable for all active and non-active participants, that means more camaraderie and collaboration. Our Gogreen Eco Adventure provides
more engagement and unique experiences!

“Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is a progress.
Working together is a success.”
- Henry Ford

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY
ACTIVITIES
Did you know that St John’s Island is ideally situated for
biodiversity and Marine Science teaching and research, being
within easy reach of a variety marine habitats, including, rocky,
sandy and muddy shores, and coral reefs at low tide.
The island's various biotopes provide interesting starting points
for discussions on a wide range of environmental topics. Aside
from the study of animal and plant biodiversity, as well as marine
ecology, St. John's Island has unique geological features and an
interesting history, which have inspired many research institutes.
Our activities were also inspired and designed with a low
environmental impact and to achieve a green outcome in an
authentic and enjoyable way.

Our activities are supervised
throughout by our trained
professionals and a full safety
briefing is given before your
activity begins.

SURVIVAL

THE STORY SO FAR....
Your team of adventurers has been sent on a mission to excavate an
ancient island city in Southern Island and recover a legendary totem
that’s rumored to be new power source.
Moments before arriving at your destination, an unexpected storm
shipwrecked your ship and you are washed ashore. Now stranded in
the vast island and exposed to an unrelenting storm, your only hope
for survival is to quickly excavate the island, find the parts to a radio
and rebuild it to call for help. If, however, any of your team expires
from thirst and hunger or the storm gets too intense, your whole team
loses and you become permanent artifacts of the Southern Island.
Are you ready to go exploring? Each team will have to work together
to decode secret messages hidden around the island and go through
a series of physical activities, where they will be challenged on their
communication and teamwork skills. The team that completes the
challenge with the fastest average time wins!

Beneﬁts:

8 to 40 Pax

Min 2 Hours

In-Game
Weather System

Effective Communication & Teamwork

Leadership & Personal Development

Problem Solving

Creativity & Innovation

Initiative & Decision Making

Group Consensus & Personal Discipline

Team will have to survive and escape the island by collecting radio parts
Team will have to choose and explore any section of the island
Earn rations to survive and collect radio parts by completing missions
Random in-game weather system determines how much rations will be spend

Puzzle-Solving

Eco-Friendly

Mini Mission
System

Will your team collect all the radio parts or you will expend all your rations
before you can radio in for help?
For more information, contact info@gogreenholdings.com

AMAZING RACE

THE DISCOVERY OF GOLD
Traders and seafarers spoke long ago of a mythical island in the southern
seas of Singapore where fields of wheat grew beneath the auspices of
great mountains. Forests, too, grew near the clay-rich hills. Gold! The shout
was heard across Singapore. Gold had been discovered on the Southern
Islands! Groups of enterprising settlers finally decided to settle the island
hoping the recent finds would help them succeed. Your team of settlers has
just arrived on the island and must now race against time and other settlers
to learned how to mine for gold and build settlements, hoping to succeed
where the former settlers did not.

8 to 100 Pax

Min 2 Hours

Search & Scavenge
System

Puzzle-Solving

Eco-Friendly

In-Game
Gold Coin System

Beneﬁts:
Effective Communication & Teamwork

Leadership & Personal Development

Group Cohesion & Synchronicity

Active Listening & Coordination

Initiative & Decision Making

Effective Planning & Problem Solving

Teams will have to compete and race against time and complete every mission

Outdoors, competitive, high energy, strategic, creative, communication. It’s
fast, It’s furious, it‘s fun! In this race against the clock, teams will need to
use their thinking skills to set the strategy, solve the clues and get as many
questions answered as possible. Be ready to take some creative and
beautiful pictures.

Team that completes all the missions with the most amount of gold coins wins

The more clues you can solve, the more chance you have of winning!

Complete missions to earn coins, resources and bonuses

Spend coins to build settlements and doubled your gold earnings when your
team completes a mission
Trade resources for gold coins with competing teams

Some missions requires resources
For more information, contact info@gogreenholdings.com

PRICE
PLANS

Gogreen Eco Adventure @ St John's Team Building Event
2-Way Ferry Rides
Included
Min Group of 8 Pax

2 Hours
$80
Per Pax

3 Hours
$100
Per Pax

4 Hours
$115
Per Pax

$75
Per Pax

3 Hours
$95
Per Pax

Bicycle / Kick Scooter Rental
Meal Options
Air-Con Room & Seating
Picnic Mat Seatings

Min Group of 20 Pax

2 Hours

Available upon request

4 Hours
$110
Per Pax

Kite Flying
Tents
Items stated above are subject to
additional charges

GOGREENECOADVENTURE.COM
info@gogreenholdings.com
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